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Missouri Business Owner First to Sue Federal
Government Over Religious Freedoms in HHS Mandate
Twila Brase, President of Citizens’ Council for Health Freedom, Says More
Suits Will Undoubtedly Follow
St. Paul, Minn.—In the inaugural case of its kind, a Missouri business owner is the first
individual to sue the Department of Health and Human Services, saying its controversial
contraceptive mandate violates his constitutionally-protected religious beliefs.
The lawsuit, filed by the American Center for Law and Justice on behalf of St. Louis business
owner Frank O’Brien, requests a permanent injunction prohibiting HHS from requiring those
who have religious objections to abide by the mandate. The mandate, which has created a
national religious freedoms debate over the past few months, requires employers to purchase
health insurance for their employees that includes coverage for contraceptives, sterilization and
abortion-inducing drugs.
The suit is the first legal challenge to the mandate from a private business owner. Until now, only
religious organizations or institutions have brought lawsuits against the rule.
Twila Brase, president and co-founder of Citizens’ Council for Health Freedom (CCHF), a
patient-centered national health policy organization based in St. Paul, Minn. , says this first
lawsuit certainly won’t be the last.
“This lawsuit is just one example of the multitude of Americans who want to stand up against
the numerous mandates HHS and the Obama Administration have been pushing down our
throats,” Brase said. “The Affordable Care Act—or Obamacare—is nothing but a disaster
waiting to happen, and court cases are likely to emerge in rapid succession as the
administration marches forward. Later this month, the Supreme Court will hear three days of
arguments regarding the constitutionality of Obamacare, and we hope that they will see the
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light and restore Americans’ patient freedoms, religious freedoms and personal freedoms that
are being taken away through government-mandated health care.”
O’Brien is a Catholic and the chairman of St. Louis-based O’Brien Industrial Holdings, LLC,
which operates a number of businesses that explore, mine and process refractory and ceramic
raw materials. O’Brien says his religious beliefs provide the framework for the operation of his
businesses, which employ 87 people. The company website states its mission as “to make our
labor a pleasing offering to the Lord while enriching our families and society.”
The State of Missouri has its own “contraceptives mandate,” but allows exemptions for those
with religious objections. O’Brien’s lawyers argue that the federal government should make the
same exceptions. The lawsuit is asking the court to declare that the HHS mandate violates the
First Amendment, the Religious Freedom Restoration Act and the Administrative Procedure Act,
naming the defendants as the Department of Health and Human Services and Secretary Kathleen
Sebelius; the Department of the Treasury and Secretary Timothy Geithner; and the Department
of Labor and Secretary Hilda Solis.
Twila Brase shares health care-related news with the American public in her daily, 60-second
radio feature, Health Freedom Minute. Health Freedom Minute airs on the entire American
Family Radio Network, with more than 150 stations nationwide, in addition to Bott Radio
Network with over 80 stations nationwide. During the daily features, listeners can learn more
about the agenda behind proposed health care initiatives and policies and what they can do
to protect their health care choices, rights and privacy.
Brase , a public health nurse and health care freedom advocate, informs listeners of crucial
health issues, such as the intrusive wellness and prevention initiatives in Obamacare, patient
privacy and the need for informed consent requirements, the dangers of “evidence-based
medicine” and the implications of state and federal health care reform.
Health Freedom Minute is sponsored by the Citizens’ Council for Health Freedom, a freedomfocused, patient-centered national health care organization based in St. Paul, Minn. CCHF
supports patient and doctor freedom, medical innovation and the right of citizens to a
confidential patient-doctor relationship.
For more information about Citizens’ Council for Health Freedom, visit www.cchfreedom.org .
###
For more information or to interview Twila Brase, president and co-founder of Citizens’ Council for
Health Freedom, contact Michael Hamilton, Hamilton Strategies, 215.519.4838, 610.584.1096,
MHamilton@HamiltonStrategies.com
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